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DESIGN BECOMES MODULAR.
“MORE” and “X2CHAIR” free interpretation of your spaces.

Modularity, transformability, eco-sustainability.
(design: Giorgio Caporaso)

“More” is an extremely versatile system of modular
furniture for indoor and outdoor that can be
manufactured in different materials. It has got
manifold functions and enables its users to interpret
their space freely and dynamically, changing the
face of the home environment or public spaces. It
offers an infinite variety of solutions to its users in
the widest imaginable circumstances.
Modularity and transformability, an increasingly
relevant and important aspect in everyday needs,
has been the key to this program. It enables the
creation of furniture in various shapes, dimensions,
and can be used in different contexts, starting from
a few base elements that are easy to assemble.
More is the response to everyday needs that
demand ongoing flexibility in spaces and adaptability
of furniture to meet the non-stop changes in life
style.
The product is based on the use of modules which
can be readily combined without needing any special
or complex equipment and which can be built up
as desired, so providing highly versatile and
interesting solutions which are not only aesthetic,
but - given its self-supporting nature - also
functional.
Everybody can combine the base elements as
desired, using the materials, finishes and colours
on disposal with total freedom, expressing his or
her individual creativity and taste for personalizing
his or her environments.

“X2CHAIR” is an extremely versatile system of
modular  chair  for  internal  and external
environments that can be manufactured in different
materials. It has many positions to use and enables
its users to interpret their space freely and
dynamically, changing the face of the home
environment or public spaces. It offers very big
possibilities of colors and different materials to its
users in the widest imaginable circumstances.
“X2CHAIR” is one of the innovative response to
everyday needs that demand ongoing flexibility in
spaces and adaptability of furniture to meet the
non-stop changes in life style.

"MORE" and "X2CHAIR" have been made also
totally in cardboard and recyclable materials! And
it is very strong and functional!
Everybody can combine the elements as desired,
using the materials, finishes and colours on disposal
with total freedom, expressing his or her individual
creativity and taste for personalizing his or her
environments.

• STUDIO CAPORASO it deals with architecture, design and graphics.
In the course of its business has developed projects at different scales maturing valuable experience in architectural
design in furniture design and product design of interiors, with particular attention to energy issues and
environmental solutions and attentive to the needs of modern life .


